






CLUB HONOURS 

2003/04 

Under 15   Division 1 League Winners 

Under 15 League Shield Runners Up 

2004/05 

Under 12   AFA Cup Runners Up 

Under 13   League Shield Runners Up 

2005/06 

Under 10   League Cup Runners Up 

Under 14   Blazers Cup Winners 

Under 14   League Cup Runners Up 

Under 17   League Cup Runners Up 

Under 10   League Fair Play Winners 

2006/07 

Under 11 League Runners Up 

Under 12 League Champions 

Under 12 League Cup Runners Up 

Under 14 League Shield Runners Up 

Under 15 League Runners Up 

Under 15 League Shield Winners 

Under 18 League Cup Runners Up 

Under 18 League Fair Play Winners 

2007/08 

Under 10 League and Cup Champions 

Under 12 League and Cup Champions 

Under 13 League Runners Up 

Under 13 League Shield Winners 

Under 16 League Runners Up 

Under 17 League Runners Up 

2008/09 

Under 11 League Champions 

Under 13 League Runners Up 

Under 14 League Runners Up 

2009/10 

Under 9 League Shield Winners 

Under 10 League and Cup Champions 

Under 14 League Cup Runners Up 

Under 18 League Runners Up 

2010/11 

Under 11 League and Cup Champions 

2012/13 



Under 9 Colts Youth League Runners Up 

 
 
 
 



 
THE COMMITTEE 
 

A WORD FROM THE FOUNDER 

Hi All and welcome again to this year’s presentation evening, it’s 
that time of year when we again reflect on the successes of 
previous season and look forward to growing as a club in the 
coming season. This year I have had the pleasure of getting 
involved again with training some of the boys in the under 10’s and 
11’s age groups and what a joy that has been there are some 
talented children among them and generally a pleasant bunch of 
boys to work with, something their parents should be proud of. I 

have also managed to get to a few games whenever I have had a free Saturday 
morning and seeing the children enjoy their football confirms to me that the past 11 
years have been more than worth the effort put in by myself and all the other 
volunteers.  

Unfortunately by now most of you will know that we are losing a few of the 
committee members who have given their services over the last few years all of 
them have worked hard to move the club forward and I would personally like to 
thank Vicky, Patricia, Emma & Kayla for all of their hard work and free time they have 
given up over the last couple of seasons. This of course means we are looking for 
willing volunteers to step in and keep the club going and anyone interested should 
approach any committee member who will more than happy to let you know what’s 
involved, as Vicky has quite rightly put it “Our Children Need You”.  

There is of course another group of people who without their commitment the club 
would not function, that is of course the coaches who up their time to help in the 
children’s football development. Before the start of last season we put many coaches 
through their level one badges, if you are interested in getting involved and want to 
gain your first coaching badge please speak with one of the committee tonight.   

Next season it is looking like the club will grow again as a new age group of U13’s will 
be formed and of course there will be the normal age groups going through from 
under 7’s to under 12’s as all the teams move up a year.  

Finally the last thank you’s have to go to the most important people in the club the 
children who play for us. I have been involved in football for many years now and I 
still get a buzz when I see one of our strikers put the ball in the net, or if our keeper 
pulls off a wonder save and there’s nothing better than seeing a crunching tackle by 
a defender to win the ball or a long through ball by a midfield maestro. You the 
players are what this club is all about and I want to thank each and every one of you 
for your efforts last year and wish you all every success for the coming season. 

Bill Hobbs - Club Chair 



 
I’m very proud to be a parent of a player at AFC Wandsworth. How lucky do I 
feel that my son and I rocked up three years ago to AFC’s open and inclusive 
trials. How welcomed I was made to feel; thank-you Amit and Ellie for that, it 
was you two who sealed the deal for us at AFC Wandsworth. 
  
Over the course of three seasons, it has been a properly personal journey for 
me in more ways than most would know. I feel truly honoured to have become 
a part of AFC’s story and feel incredibly lucky to have worked alongside such 
committed, passionate and lovely volunteers. I had a blast through the highs 
and, despite the lows, I’ve truly loved every moment. AFC has a certain kind of 
magic you just don’t find every day; a magic created by our amazing founder 
Bill Hobbs. Bill was rightly recognised this year by the FA for his outstanding 
contribution to grass roots football….WELL DONE BILL - little do they know 
you’re our very own resident magician! 
Vicky Pike – Club Secretary 
 
It’s time now for me to pass the baton on. Good luck AFC in the future – a 
staunch supporter I will always be! 
I am Emma and I have been on the committee at AFC Wandsworth for 2 years. 
My role is to let all of our families know what's happening and when. I do this 
by email, updating our website and also on twitter. 
I love our club, the welcoming atmosphere, the talented coaches and the 
commitment of our fabulous players. I also love being on the committee, with 
over 100 players it's good to feel part of keeping everything running smoothly. 
It's great seeing the club go from strength to strength and I can't wait until 
next season. 
Emma Claxon – Parent Liaison  
 
I am Kayla, I am the treasurer for AFC Wandsworth and I have been for the 
past two years. I found out about the position from Bill, he recommended the 
club to me and mentioned they was in need of a volunteer to become the Club 
Treasurer. 
My roles have included attending relaxed committee meetings, keeping the 
AFC Wandsworth accounts up to date by logging all incoming money and all 
expenditure, I have also been responsible for recording and collecting all 
registration fee's from parents. 
It has been a great experience volunteering for AFC Wandsworth, it is an 
amazing club full of amazing young players, parents, coaches and committee 
members who are all friendly and welcoming. I'm certain AFC Wandsworth will 
do very well and achieve great things!  
Kayla Hughes-Forbes - Treasurer 



 
I look after registrations for AFC Wandsworth, making sure we have an up to 
date database of players, collecting details for new players at the trials and 
registering all players in advance of the new season.  I decided to get involved 
as my son Frank enjoys playing with the club so much and it felt like a small 
contribution to make in return.  The upside is that it has been much more fun 
than I ever expected!  It's a serious business maintaining our Charter Standard 
status and ensuring that everyone who joins the club has a good experience 
but the committee are a great bunch and I always enjoy the meetings (not 
least because they happen in a nice pub!).  
Jo Price – Parent liaison 
 
My son (Louis, U11 Juniors) had only been with the club for a handful of weeks 
when I attended the AGM at the beginning of the season. The meeting 
coincided with a hunt for committee members and, feeling unable to say no, as 
of that evening I found myself on the AFC Wandsworth committee. 
I'm glad I did. Seeing first hand what the other committee members put in has 
been inspiring. Making a club like this as successful as it is requires hard work 
and a diverse group of people. And the range of committed parents - beyond 
the committee - whose knowledge and experience can be drawn upon is a 
tremendous asset. 
But much more important than my take on a first season with the club is Louis'. 
And I can honestly say I've never seen him get dressed as quickly as he does on 
a Tuesday evening and a Saturday morning. 
Damian Wild – Community links 
 
My name is Aaron I have been coach for AFC Wandsworth for the past 3 
seasons. I have known the club for a very long time as I played for them aged 
12-18. It has been amazing to see the club grow and develop and to have 
experience of being both a player and a coach.  
I have recently completed an FA Level 1 Coaching course along with other 
coaches from AFC which was well organised and funded by the club. It is a 
great club to be involved in, the members of AFC Wandsworth are great 
people to work with and I have always felt very welcomed. 
I hope the development and success the club is gaining continues in the future. 
Aaron Hobbs – Coach 
 
 
 
 
 



BLAST FROM THE PAST  
 

CHARLIE CADOGAN 
AFC WANDSWORTH, 2008 – 2011 

 
Since leaving AFC Wandsworth, I have been playing a lot of football at my new 
school Whitgift although I miss playing for the club on a Saturday morning.  I 
still get to play at quite a high standard and have won two consecutive ISFA 
National titles, and also been in two County Cup winning sides.  I have also 
been lucky enough to go on school football tours to Spain and Dubai.  I was 
able to Captain the U13 team against Real Madrid in Dubai and even scored 
against them! 
 
I will never forget my time at AFC Wandsworth; it was a brilliant experience, 
and I played with some great players as part of our Unbeaten Double Winning 
Sides in 2010 and 2011.  The coaching and what I learnt there helped me when 
I was signed to Millwall and also got invited for a trial at Chelsea. 
 
Good luck to all the players for next season! 

 

  
 
 
 
 
 



BLAST FROM THE PAST  
 

Yooku Mensah 
AFC WANDSWORTH, 2008 – 2010 

 
At the age of 9 the decision was made to join 
AFC Wandsworth. I remember feelings of 
excitement, enthusiasm, albeit with slight 
apprehension as any 9 year old would feel, as 
they commence on their footballing path. 
During the early years of my development, I 
played with freedom and passion, as I believe 
any young child with a love of the game should. 
I recall the age group l was part of being the 
most assured and faultless in the league, with 
two unbeaten seasons and 4 trophies as 

evidence of our superiority. 
 
Whilst at the club, Amit along with other coaches, through their extensive training 
methods, helped develop me as a player, which presented me with  the opportunity 
to move to another team. At the age of 11 through Amit’s help l was scouted and 
signed on by AFC Wimbledon. I believe that during my time there l was moulded into 
the player l now am, with my tactical awareness improving and the use of it 
becoming more important as l moved up in the age groups. Altogether, l spent 3 
exciting years at AFC Wimbledon where learnt a lot and developed from feedback. At 
the beginning of this season, l made a move to Charlton Athletic, with the pressures 
of being at a Championship club imminent from the start. The amount of games 
played increased along with its pressure and intensity. At this level the tactical side of 
the game becomes more apparent. At Charlton, l have learnt how to manage my 
body and pay more attention to what l eat, with the hope of my level of performance 
improving as a result. 
 
I will take this opportunity to advise every player at AFC Wandsworth to enjoy and 
make the most of the opportunity they have at this team.  Train and play with the 
aim of developing and maximising your potential as a player.  Listening and acting 
on constructive feedback received from coaches along with your hard work can see 
you playing at higher level clubs.  If this is your dream pursue it! 

  
 
 
 
 



BLAST FROM THE PAST 
 

 
 

THE INVINSIBLES 
 

 
Back row: Charlie, Lewis, Yooku, Tino, Will S, Ronan 

Front row: Mark, Chris, Will E (c), Luca, Gervaise 

 
 
Yooku and Charlie were both a part of the double winning AFC Wandsworth 
sides in 2008-2009 (U10s) and 2009-2010 (U11s).  
 
Played 48 (league and Cup), Won 46, Drew 2, Lost 0 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

UNDER 7s 
 
Overseeing our U7s development this season has been incredibly satisfying.  
From the early season trials, exactly a year ago, I knew that we would have the 
makings of a very good competitive side - and more than that, a group of 
players who would become very good friends on and off the pitch.   
 
The season started with five terrific performances and as a result, wins that 
fuelled our growth in confidence.  Right from the start, our players played in 
the AFC way and ensured that the principles with which they played shone 
through:  working together as a team, playing with both feet and controlling 
and passing the ball well.  
 
However, the true spirit of a team doesn’t present itself during its victories, but 
when under pressure and/or after losses.  The questions that would be asked 
were, ‘Can we learn from our mistakes and improve?’  This team certainly did 
that.  After a couple of bruising defeats due to what can only be described as 
starting games with both eyes closed, we learnt to start stronger, quicker and 
with more hunger.  We overturned losses to the likes of Bedhead Blue with 
convincing performances and results.   
 
The squad was bolstered midway through the season with a couple of good 
January signings and this allowed us to have fresher legs in tighter games as 
well as provide a better competition for places.  Our final playing Saturday of 
the season brought our most satisfying performances; three wins against two 
Bedhead teams and Westside showed how well our players have adapted to 
multiple positions as well as show how much they enjoy playing football with 
each other.  It was a brilliant way to end with every player playing their part in 
some of our best performances. 
 
I would like to at this point express my gratitude for all the support the parents 
have given the team this season.  You have lived every moment with us and 
been committed to the cause.  Thank you to Reza and Alessandro who I have 
been able to rely on for shepharding equipment around as well as Alan and 
Reza for taking the team in my absence on a few occasions. 
 
 
 
 



 
The Players: 
 
Max:  The dribbler!  Technique and style with the ball in abundance and able to 
run at defenders and cause mayhem.  Doesn’t give up when chasing down a ball.  
Understanding of positional sense and its duties improves with every game.   
 
Nicholas:  Goal machine!  When playing up front, always manages to get himself 
on the end of crosses and in the right place at the right time.  Some fantastic first 
time finishes.  Through the season has become stronger and better at protecting 
the ball. 
 
Razeen: Stalwart defender!  Having played a season already, has excellent game 
and positional awareness.  Has the ability to shoot from range and has improved 
spotting the runs of teammates and finding them with a final pass. 
 
James:  Our rock!  Started the season as the team’s number 1 choice as goal 
keeper, but has staked a claim for defensive and midfield positions after brilliant 
recent performances.  Has improved his first touch and distribution of the ball. 
 
Lucas:  Midfield engine!  Able to run up and down the pitch from the first to the 
last whistle.  Finds the back of the net in most games and can adapt to playing on 
the left or the right.  Now making better decisions with his final ball into the box. 
 
Bruno:  Never say die!  Any opposition breathing down on our goal very quickly 
has Bruno sprinting and then pouncing on them.  Found the goal scoring touch in 
the new year and has improved taking a first touch and looking up for a pass. 
 
Sebastian:  Like a rash!  Sends defenders into blind panic when chasing the first 
ball.  Has created and scored plenty of goals including a super solo winner against 
Bedhead Azzuri.  Hugely improved in holding position. 
 
Brandon: Twinkle Toes!  Manages to find his way out of sticky situations due to 
fantastic close ball control and a low centre of gravity.  Has scored and supplied 
plenty of goals by putting defenders under pressure. Getting better at making 
tackles and sticking with players. 
 
Proud of this bunch? From the raucous sound of our AFC chant to the optimism 
that greets the opposition before every match - Massively! 
Amit – U7s Coach and Manager 
 



 
Nicholas 
 

 



Bruno 
It was my 3rd match for AFC Wandsworth U7s, the day before my 7th birthday. We 
were playing Bedhead Azzuri, and in the first quarter of the game my dreams came 
true, and I scored my first ever goal for the team. Soon after I scored again, I couldn’t 
believe it – I thought this is going to be the best birthday ever! 
  
But we were quickly 4-2 down, and had just the final quarter to go. We thought we 
were going to lose, but Lucas Edwards, our team’s highest scorer, equalised. In the 
final 20 seconds of the game, I found myself in with a chance, and from a goal kick, a 
pass, I fought my way to the end and took a shot seconds before the final whistle, to 
secure my hat trick and a win for the team! 
  
This was the best ever birthday present, and my favourite game playing for AFC 
Wandsworth so far this season. 

 

 
Sebastian 
 
This is my second season at AFCWandsworth and I love matchdays, its so much more 
fun than waking up for school.  My favourite goal this season was against Clapham 
Rangers, Lucas crossed the ball from the right, I controlled it with my thigh and shot 
it into the top corner.  There were some really great games like playing Lambeth 
Tigers at their home but I really enjoyed beating Bedhead Blue 5-0 after they beat us 
in the first game.  I also enjoyed going to matches with my team and friends.  This 
year we went to see AFC Wimbledon and Fulham.  We also went to a T20 cricket 
match. 



Razeen 

UNDER 8 COLTs 

 
It has been an incredible year for the Under 8 Colts and my very great pleasure 
to coach and manage them through it all. With its many ups and downs, the 
emotional involvement from everyone connected to the team has been huge 
this season and the passion has run VERY deep. The difference between our 
highest highs and our lowest lows has been enormous and the metaphor of a 
rollercoaster springs to mind... 
  
Our skilled group from U7s (Conor, Dylan, James and Ryder) had been joined 
by less match-experienced but very talented players (Fraser, Ivan, Lucas, 
Marley and Naayl) to form a new squad who had the ability to go a long, long 
way (and boy did they!) but we had some hard lessons to learn on the way. 
  
The resolute commitment to FA ‘Grass Roots’ long-term player development 
was not always an easy one, but we did stick with it all year, and I’m so grateful 
for the support of the Colts and their families, who have been willing to forgo 
short-term wins for longer-term aims. Regular rotation of player positions and 
equal pitch playing time sometimes lost us individual games, but we remained 
focused on the bigger picture (although a pair of rose-coloured glasses and a 
blindfold had to be employed occasionally) and were usually able to grin and 
bear it when we knew we were the better team but when the score-line didn’t 
always reflect this. There were some real tests to pass (such as when we were 
unfathomably moved to the Youths division) and some hard results to 
believe/swallow (our first game in the Youths league being a prime example)... 
but there were also the moments which will go down in history and live on in 
our hearts, such as when we fought, backs to the wall and with no substitutes, 
for victories against teams who considered themselves better than us (oh, so 
sweet), when we improved in score line against every single team when 
playing them for a second time round and when we proved our move back to 
the Colts league was utterly appropriate with some exceptional wins. Some 
victories - against Lambeth Tigers and Lambeth All Stars for example - and the 
draw against Clapham Rangers (really a win, but goal-line technology was 
sorely missed), have got to be among the highlights of the season, but there 
were stand-alone goals that also rank as moments etched in gold in our 
memories (you know the ones, folks!). 
  
It isn’t possible for me to put into words the feeling of camaraderie that we 
have had in our team this season or how grateful I’ve been for it. Although we 
ran out of steam to write them by the end (the emotion was all just too 



much!), our match reports were utterly extraordinary when written in rotation 
by the parents. Week in and week out, this brilliant bunch of families would 
put up goal posts with good humour and not-just-a-little creativity (how do you 
cope with a missing piece?!), provide vocal and positive support from the 
sidelines, take turns with match-day-duties and respond with good-natured 
willing no matter how late my match confirmation emails were... Thank you, 
one and all. 
  
Overall, despite some of the most bitter footballing disappointments I have 
ever experienced (I was incapable of speech on one particular occasion and 
you all know how rare that is), this season leaves me with a feeling of total and 
utter pride in a team which has gone from strength to strength and ended up 
proving themselves to be among the strongest in the league, despite sticking 
to key principles which can put us at a disadvantage sometimes. Each and 
every player in the Colts team has improved in each of the positions they’ve 
played (which is all of them) and, even more importantly, their teamwork has 
turned them into a whole which is greater than the sum of the parts. When 
you ask the Colts who scored a goal in a game, they will chorus “we did!” 
which sums up the spirit of this wonderful bunch of players, whose support for 
one another and sporting behaviour has been utterly exemplary and an 
inspiration to me, to all spectators and to other teams. Conor (Pocket Rocket), 
Dylan (Dynamo), Fraser (Fearless Forager), Ivan (The Indubitable), James (Jay 
Star), Lucas (The Mighty), Marley (The Edge), Naayl (Quiet Warrior) and Ryder 
(The Rock)... You are all amazing and I salute you! Thank you for a totally 
unforgettable season... you should all be SO, SO PROUD! 
Ellie – U8 Colts Coach and Manager 

 
 



 
Lucas 

 
I started at AFC a bit later than everyone else so was a bit nervous but 
everyone was so kind and friendly that I loved it straight away. I have really 
enjoyed this season playing for the U8 colts and am really looking forward to 
next year. My favourite bits of the season were scoring the winner against 
Lambeth All Stars and going out for burgers together at Christmas. 
Ivan Bellak 
 
 



 
In AFC, I think that the under 8’s Colts have had an up and down season. All of 
us have done a terrific season, but at the beginning of the season we played 
lots of good matches but lost some of them. As the season began to end we 
started to win most of our games. This season at the beginning some of us 
weren’t passing a lot but now we have improved so much and we have had an 
amazing attitude for most of the matches that we have played. This season I 
think that AFC has had an amazing season. Don’t you agree? 
Conor 
 

 
Lucas 



 
Since Dylan (U8 colts) joined AFC in 2013 he has had so much fun and 
enjoyment and is always excited to play matches and go training. All our boys 
have become good friends and are tremendous team players. Ellie is loved by 
us all and is by far the best coach/manager we could ever ask for.  
  
I personally have become "a football mum" lol. All the parents are so 
supportive who turn up every week and cheer on our boys. We have definitely 
become "a family" and good friends.  
I think I speak for everyone by saying we love playing for AFC and look forward 
to another great year!  
Karen and Dylan  
 
When I joined AFC Wandsworth I was quite nervous about the teams called the 
Colts and Youths and U7. When it was the last week I tried my hardest. When I 
got home I was picked in U8 Colts. My Dad heard the terrific news there was a 
tear in his eye. 
 
When I went to the game at Tooting Beck ( Where are Home pitch is) we were 
against Dynamo who were not very good when The coach Ellie`s son Connor 
went in goal for the opposition. It was Half time and it was 0-0. When it was 
the second half, it was 1-0. In 10 mins  AFC Scored a second goal  which made 
it 2-0 and when it was the last minute I scored a goal into the spectacular goal, 
I cheered and went over to celebrate with my team mates. Seconds later I 
scored again but unfortunately the ref said it didn’t count.  
 
It ended 9-0. 
Fraser  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



UNDER 8 YOUTHs 
 
It was a great pleasure to coach a team as determined and full of energy as you 
are; from Christopher for great attitude and skills, Daniel for speed and energy, 
Faris for powerful kicks and skills, James for great tackling and awareness, 
Mark for great saving and strength, Louis for solid defense and consistency, 
Jaden for strength and drive, Nathaniel for great attitude and hard work to 
Santiago for skills and strength.   
 
I am extremely proud of each and every single one of you, through training as 
well as matches you turned up positive, energetic and above all you gave your 
best. It's been a tough season for us, but looking back We all agree you did 
very well.  
 
Success is committing to things with all your heart.  It is about giving yourself 
so completely that you are willing to face whatever comes your way. Everyone 
of you has shown nothing but do attitude, commitment and strength, most 
importantly when looking back you know you've achieved better and I am 
looking forward for next season to best our better and I have no doubt that WE 
can do it. 
 
 
A BIG ...THANK YOU , you've been a great team to coach..!!  
Saeeda – U8 Youths Coach and Manager 
 



 
Santiago 

On Saturday it’s time for me, 

To play my matches for AFC, 

I tackle a player and score a goal, 

I celebrate with a forward roll, 

 

Then I pass to another player and he scores, 

The team celebrates and the crowd roars, 

Who are who are who are we, 

We are we are AFC! 

Nathaniel 
 
Firstly, I would like to thank my parents for helping me to join the AFC 
Wandsworth.  It’s been a real privilege playing here. I have had lots of fun and I 
have made some great new friends.  Finally, I would like to thank my coach 
Saeeda for her hard work and patience.  I am looking forward to the next 
season. 
Christopher 

 
 
 



UNDER 9s 
 

A difficult preseason friendly suggested the U9’s were in for a tough season but a 
6-0 victory in their opening league game was a sign of things to come as the team 
rattled off 9 consecutive victories scoring a staggering 49 goals in the process. The 
games got tougher after a mid-season promotion but the team still managed to 
come away with 3 wins and 2 draws in the second half of the season, scoring a 
total of 76 goals throughout the season. 
 
Some of the play was a joy to watch and there were some outrageous goals too 
including long range free kicks from both Edward S and Harry, a surging run and 
brilliant finish from Ben, and one particularly good team move. 
 
The team’s success hasn’t just been because of their abilities in the opposition 
half though. The defensive core of Rufus, Grace and Anne held firm all season and 
made sure we didn’t concede too many. Rufus has been outstanding in goal 
making plenty of incredible saves. Anne’s tough tackling and never say die 
attitude has stopped attackers in their tracks all season. Grace has been a rock in 
the centre of defence letting very little past her and reminding many of a young 
Bobby Moore. 
 
Ilay’s Rory Delap-esque long throws have been very impressive as have his 
energy, tenacity and passing. Ben has done brilliantly wherever he has played 
with some great runs down the wing and a few crunching tackles as well.  Edward 
S’s passing, well timed runs and long range shooting have made him a dangerous 
attacking threat at all times. Kobe has shown great composure on the ball as well 
as some quick feet and clever passing. Edward B’s reading of the game and 
incisive passing has created countless chances for his teammates and he has 
chipped in with a few goals himself as well. 
 
James and Harry have been the main men in attack, both scoring over 20 goals. 
James has carried an attacking threat at all times (even when playing in defence) 
and has scored lots of goals with some powerful runs and deadly finishing. Harry 
has played well all over the pitch but in front of goal he has particularly excelled 
showing himself to be a natural finisher. 
 
It has been a pleasure working with the U9’s this season, the team spirit they 
have all shown would put many premier league teams to shame, and seeing them 
improve both individually and as a team throughout the season has been 
particularly rewarding. I’m already looking forward to even bigger and better 
things with them next season. 
Rob – U9s Coach and Manager 

 



 
 
This season there were a lot of highlights for the u9s, and here are some of 
them.  
 
For a start let’s do the thing that happened first.  We got promoted early!  We 
won every game in the first half of the season so we got promoted.  
We won one game in the new league 9-0, with Edward Burt scoring 4!  We 
played that team lots before, and it was also a local derby.   
 
AFC Wandsworth 9 – 0 Wandsworth Premier  
 
There was also an improvement in a game. The first time we played one of the 
teams in the league we lost 7-3, then we lost 2-1 (but I can’t remember the 
name of the team!).  We played so much better, we got ahead with the first 
goal!  Disappointing that we lost though. 
I would like to say thanks to all my fellow team players and especially to coach 
Rob who was there for all the training sessions and matches and who taught us 
a lot. 
 
Here’s my squad report: 
 
Harry – luckily for us, couldn’t stop scoring 
Ilay – so commited in his tackling that he spent tons of the time on the floor! 
James – ran so fast that no one could catch him 
Ben – scored the most amazing goal, literally from the side line 
Kobe – super skills, could skill up anyone 
Anne – dogged determination in defence 
Edward B – gives the most amazing through balls, master of passing 
Rufus – dramatic saves are his speciality 
Grace – solid in defence – every team needs someone like her 
Finally me – my mum says my free kicks are like guided missiles and you 
wouldn’t want to get in the way! 
The trials are over and we are looking forward to another amazing season with 
lots of new faces to add to the quality in depth of our squad.  Watch out!! 
Edward Staveley 
       
 

 
 
 



 
 

Goal! 
  

This is it 
This is the one 
Game one over 

And there’s none 
 

Game Two 
And there’s six! 
None are mine 

I need more Weetabix! 
 

It’s three all 
We need one more 

I take a kick 
But I end up on the floor 

 
Last match 

We win by nine 
And guess what? 
One was mine! 

  
Ben  

 
Anne 



UNDER 10 JUNIORs 
 

That's it for this season. We managed to get in 20 games. Which, if I understand 
correctly from other clubs, is somewhat of an achievement! At times it has been a 
bit stop-start due to our opponents not turning up, pitches being closed and 
faring badly when we had only six players of our own (these games accounted for 
four of our six losses). That aside there have been a number of thumping wins, 
and some standout matches, namely a fine, and very damp, 3-0 win away in the 
far east of Broomwood, a feisty 3-3 at home to Westside (I recall the oppositions’ 
parents being quite vocal), an exciting and evenly matched draw with Pioneer and 
good single goal wins against the much improved Pure FC and Sporting Duet. 
 
I think it is fair to say we started poorly, improved markedly, had two odd results 
in January and finished strongly losing only one of our final 10 fixtures which was 
against a team with a goal keeper who looked like he was in his mid twenties. 
Scoring wasn't an issue with an average of over three per game spread pretty 
evenly throughout the team, but conceding was. After shipping a whopping 37 
goals by the halfway point of the season we arrested that by a factor of near 
three and saw only 13 scored against us in the latter half.  
 
In terms of the players, Zayne again made improvements and with continued 
focus and determination could go on to be a really good keeper; Finn settled 
quickly into his battlefield appointment of centre back and shored things up; as 
always Rowan was a full of energy, running and imagination; Jack was a revelation 
when moved to right midfield scoring freely and approaching each game with 
unbound enthusiasm and untrammelled tenacity; Allesandro played with natural 
quality and control and when he develops into the more formalised settings of 
organised football will be a footballer of some note; Matteo continues to flourish 
up front and contributed a dozen goals to the cause; Billy once again offered 
some fine contributions and operated from both left and right side midfield; 
Jaedon completed his first season leaving his name on the scoresheet on a 
number of occasions; Ayaan stuck at it and showed great commitment 
throughout the season with the highlight being a memorably taken goal against 
Westside.   
 
Big thanks to Rowan’s dad, Glen, who stepped in when I couldn’t take the team, 
to the always present Bahaa, Zayne's dad and VP of Goal Post Construction, and 
to Jack's dad, Paul for making up half the support when we were literally watched 
by one man and his and dog.  
 
Thanks all, its been a pleasure to work with such a great bunch at such a fine club. 
Garrett – U10 Junior Manager 

 



UNDER 10 YOUTHs 

 
My second season as Saturday match manager with AFC Wandsworth has been 
another real pleasure. The U10 Youths have worked on their skills, won 
matches, drawn a couple and lost some too…  

But more than anything I hope the players can say they have enjoyed training 
and playing together as well as representing their club. All of them are 
certainly signed up for a new world of 9 v 9 AFC Wandsworth U11s football 
next season.  

Thank you to all the players and to all their parents, friends and family who 
turn out every Saturday to help out and give positive support for their boys 
from the touchline. 

Finally, another big thank you to the club committee for keeping things running 
so smoothly throughout the season and especially to our terrific coach, Lionel, 
who has kept the U10 players on their toes every Tuesday with excellent 
training sessions. 

Bring on those bigger pitches and goals!  
Toa – U10 Youths Manager 
 
 

OUR GAME OF THE SEASON 
 
AFC Youths 3 - 1Westside  
 
Our best game of the season was against Westside.  We started the game well, 
but fell behind to a long-range shot from Westside that just crept in.  However, 
we stormed back, with midfield general Lucius having his best game of the 
season and scoring two goals in the first half, the best of which was a superb 
long-range volley.  Hard-working striker Nathan added the third in the second 
half as we held out against a skilful Westside team who laid siege to our goal 
for long periods.  However, keeper Kenny was our "orange wall" (Kenny always 
wears orange in goal); defenders Ally, Sotiris and Richard were solid; Rudy, 
Silas and Lucius were energetic in midfield; and Nathan and Alan kept harrying 
Westside up front.  It was a great match, but we won 3-1. 
Alexander 
 
 
 
 



 
I’ve really enjoyed everything about this football season but especially training 
with our new coach Lionel! He has made every training session worthwhile, 
teaching us loads of skills and techniques to make us better players and team-
mates. All our activities have been fun and I even beat Lionel at the ‘Cross bar 
Challenge’!  
I’m looking forward to next seasons U11’s as our current two teams merge into 
one.  
Sotiris  
 

I have had an amazing season at AFC this year. We have improved incredibly 
since I joined and finally starting to play like a real team. I have made many 
friends at the club and find my teammates a great bunch of guys.  Our coach 
Toa is great and listens when we voice our opinions and creates chances for us 
and for that I thank him.  
We have great supporters in our parents who come to cheer us on every 
Saturday even when we’re loosing :).  
My favorite moment of the season was when we beat a team 3-1 where I did a 
great assist.  Although I am not going to get the golden boot this year, I have 
helped all my teammates score goals and that is enough for me. 
Bring on next season – it cannot come fast enough! 
Rudi 
 
My second season has been amazing, full of surprises, goals and everything 
football related. This season has been all round FANTASTIC!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
Silas 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



UNDER 11 COLTs 
 
This was a season which started and ended on a real high note for our U11 
Colts team with 3-2 and 3-0 wins against Bedhead Blue and Independent 
respectively. The former was a game of genuine high quality football; the latter 
was a totally dominant display from the boys who, by the end of the season, 
had developed that all important togetherness, belief and collective team 
spirit.  There have been many high points and, looking ahead, there is much to 
be positive about after such a strong finish to the season! 
 
Two new AFC players, Charlie and Rohan, became fully established and 
important members of the Colts team.  Skilful, two-footed, team players, both 
boys had an excellent season.   Charlie was extremely versatile, playing at a 
consistently high standard whether playing left or right, in defence and attack, 
while Rohan became a dominant force in central midfield and went from 
strength to strength after being named captain towards the end of the season.  
 
Harry and Eden were also new to the Colts this year, having moved up from 
within the AFC ranks, and they improved progressively throughout the course 
of the season.  Eden worries defences with his searing pace and attacking 
mindset, while Harry pulled off some eye catching saves at important points in 
matches.  Both boys also improved their all round game awareness.  We were 
also delighted that Matthew, another new AFC player, joined the team and put 
in some super performances in the first half of the season, although sadly he 
was unable to make training or play for most of the second half of the year.  
 
These new players joined a core of AFC Wandsworth stalwarts, all of whom 
had another fine season and improved on their performances in previous 
years: Barney, Dan, Frank, Max, Oscar, Owen, Wassim and Zaki.  We could 
devote a whole handbook to these boys but the U11 Colts are not allowed to 
monopolise proceedings, so here are just a few words: Barney became an 
excellent communicator, showed confidence and composure on the ball.  Dan 
displayed a wonderful attitude in training and matches, and significantly 
developed his all round game awareness.  Frank was a picture of calmness on 
the ball, read the game well and linked play cleverly with his passing.  Max 
pestered defences like mad (as any good centre forward should), displayed a 
powerful shot and never, ever gave up.  Oscar showed lightning quick feet, 
with and without the ball, a steely determination and interchanged seamlessly 
between defence and attack.  Owen was often the last line of defence, a 
fearless competitor and chief communicator.  Wassim was a tiger and physical 
presence in defence, and showed terrific work rate and intelligent movement 



in attack.  Zaki developed a physical edge to his game to accompany his skill 
and fantastic range of passing.     
 
This year we wish a fond farewell to Max as he moves school and will no longer 
be able to play for the team next year.  After four great seasons, we shall miss 
Max's goals, as well as the fantastic, positive energy and unrivalled enthusiasm 
that he brings every single week. 
 
We also say goodbye, and give huge thanks, to Josh who has coached the team 
this year and will be heading off to university in September.  I know that Josh 
has enjoyed coaching such a great group of boys and they too have enjoyed his 
coaching sessions.  
Dave – U11 Colts Coach and Manager 
 
The most memorable game this season(2014-2015) for the under 11 colts was 
a cup match against Dynamo Fc to decide if we went through to the quarter 
finals. It was the muddiest pitch I have ever played on, my boots were covered 
with mud and so was the ball. Even though they were from a lower league it 
was still a tough match. Unfortunately they scored first but we would never 
give up.  We kept pushing for an equaliser and eventually Mattew directed a 
header into the back of the net. We were trying to find a winner but without 
success in the 60 minutes.The match went through to extra time, it was 
pouring with rain the mud was getting thicker and we were exhausted but in 
the first 5 minutes wassim made a stunning run and chipped the ball over the 
goalie to make it 2-1. It was then attack after attack from the opposition but 
they could not find a way through our solid defence eventually the referee 
blew his whistle. We were on our way to the next round! 
Zaki 
 
 
This season was the best season of my life. The reason why was because I got 
to meet new friends and try different positions in football. 
 
Every week was a new because we faced different teams.  Every team we 
fought wasn't easy, it was challenging. Which made us strong and ready for 
every single match we played. 
 
Next year I am looking forward to tougher matches and getting taller. 
Eden 
 
 
 



Hi, my name is Barney and I am going to write about my fantastic U11s Colts 
team. 
  
Harry: A miniature sized Neuer with super safe hands. 
Charlie: A fast, skilful player that can go anywhere on the left and has a 
sensational shot. 
Owen: This is a guy you don’t want to mess with. If it looks like the opposition 
are attacking Owen will come out of nowhere and always robs the ball. 
Oscar: A very skilful, pacey player that you don’t want to underestimate. 
Zaki: Silky smooth skills makes Zaki brilliant. There’s no chance of getting the 
ball off this guy. 
Rohan: Hard-working and strong, Rohan is a football force. 
Frankie: Funny guy Frank is far from funny on the pitch. Holding centre mid-
field you can always rely on Frank to deliver that awesome pass. 
Eden: Fast as the speeding light, Eden can out run anyone. 
Dan: Brick wall Dan. If a ball is coming high Dan is not afraid to use his head to 
brilliant effect. 
Max: The best long shooter in the team and very fast. We will miss him next 
year. 
Wassim: Fantastic in any position he will always score a goal or tackle an 
attacker. 
Matthew: An amazing striker who will net the ball every chance he gets. 
  
Dave: The best coach with all the coaching skills you’ll ever need. 
Josh: The best assistance coach a boy could ask for. 
Barney  
 
 
Another exciting season for AFC Wandsworth. We beat Bedhead, drew with 
Clapham and gave  this years champions two very close games. Looking 
forward to more of the same next year.  
Frankie 
 
 
I've been in AFC for two years and it already changed my football 
completely.Although coach Dave does lots of important games that we need to 
win the match is still amusing. 
Wassim 
 
 
 
 



 
 
This year has been a very exciting season with things that have been good and 
not so good in certain places. I have enjoyed playing with the team and with 
the new players of the team. But it is very sad that I am to think that this will 
have been my last season with Max seeing he has been in the same team as 
me for a very long time and I will miss him in AFC. Rohan, Charlie and Mathew 
are new to AFC and have made difference to the team with great 
achievements. 
 
Harry and Eden have come up to the Colts team and have brightened things 
and they have also made great achievements in the Season. But most of all I 
have enjoyed feeling as a team. Nearing the end the Season I have felt a 
togetherness which has made this my favourite season yet. Thank you team! 
Owen 
 
I have been at AFC for three seasons now and I am still really enjoying my time 
at the club.  This could possibly be my last season as I am starting secondary 
school in September but I am hoping that it's not. 
 
I have got lots of good friends and many great memories of our matches but 
one of the best this year is when we came back from 4-1 down to Brunswick FC 
to draw 5 -5.  We were all so happy. 
 
We have a great team spirit in the U11 Colts and even when we lose matches 
we still shout out our AFC chant at the end and we look forward to our next 
match. 
Dan 
 

AFC Wandsworth 6 - Brunswick 2 
 
I am writing about beating our rivals, Brunswick, 6 - 2. (I call them our rivals 
because the 3 times we have played them previously we drew.) 
 
The match got off to a bad start with AFC Wandsworth going 1 - 0 down in the 
first 5 minutes.  We managed an equaliser - so at half time the score was 1 - 1. 
 
We had a good start to the second half, quickly going one up. 
 
And later in the game you would find us 5 - 1 up. Brunswick then managed to 
score, but minutes later we got another and then the game was over. Full 
time! No draw this time. 



Oscar 
 
My first season at AFC was amazing and I loved it from start to finish, meeting 
all the players and being with them till the end of the season. Also being in AFC 
has encouraged me to play better in other teams like my Sunday team and 
school team. Even though at the end of the season we didn’t get to play all of 
our league games I really enjoyed playing throughout the season. Each and 
every player at AFC has taught me something that they do in their game that I 
can improve in my game. I would like to thank Dave and Josh for letting me in 
the team to play with the amazing players that were already in the team and 
the ones who had just joined like me. Thank you AFC, I am looking forward to 
next season!  
 
Who are, Who are, Who are we? We are, We are, We are AFC! 
Charlie 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
UNDER 11 JUNIORs  
 
This was a tough first 9 a side season for the boys. Goals and success were hard 
to come by but one thing the boys can be proud of is their never give up 
attitude, their team spirit and their positivity from start to finish. A bit of luck 
for our team and results might have been different but the boys should be 
proud of themselves in how they kept on fighting. 
 
Everyone in the team contributed and supported each other. Saul in goal just 
got better and better and now his shot stopping and distribution must be one 
of the best in the league. Herbie, Earl, and Louis always gave it their all in 
defence and never let their heads drop. Our set piece specialist Harrison 
surprised a few with his spectacular long range free kicks. Rufus and Kaif never 
stopped running up and down those wings. Leo, Joe Palmer and William gave it 
their all whatever position they played in. Joe Pratten scored some great goals 
and I don't think he stopped running for one second whenever he was on the 
pitch. Finally Max, sometimes a lonely force upfront, always turned up wanting 
to win and score goals for the team. 
 
This was my last season as coach and as I retire into the sunset I wanted to say 
the boys have been a fantastic bunch and I'm sure of they will have real 
success next season. Train hard, never give up and I'm sure you can be 
champions. 
Ryszard – U11 Juniors Coach and Manager 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



UNDER 12s 
 
WHAT A SEASON..... My second year managing these boys and what a pleasure 
it has been. We have had our up and downs this season but most importantly 
we have enjoyed it. The season started way back in September with a opening 
day win against Bedhead sky and ended with a  3 1 defeat to Raising stars. 
Many games stand out throughout this season but the best performance i saw 
from these promising footballers was against Peckham Town. A cup game in 
which we lost 3 0 but the spirit from the boys on this day was amazing 
although we lost i could tell that everyone had given 100 percent against a 
team which didn't lose all season.  
 
We had a bonus at the end of the season of entering a tournament with teams 
not in our league who normally play Sunday football. I think it was fair to say 
that we represented ourself brilliantly at this tournament. I went into the 
tournament not expecting to win any games. I was wrong they played amazing, 
we finished second in our group and was entered into the main Cup semi final. 
We lost this to a team called Leatherhead who are a premier league elite team 
who won the Cup, It was a great day out for the boys and teams in the 
tournament have already asked to be involved in other tournaments.  
 
Throughout the season i have learned a lot about the boys about there 
positioning, ability and their weakness. I will be taking all of this into next 
season which is going to be another tough year of 11 a side football.  
Chris – U12 Coach and Manager 
 
I remember when we played Peckham Town near the beginning of the season 
and the game, in which we were playing quite well, suddenly turned on itself 
from the referee's poor decisions. We went from around one - nil down to 4 - 
nil down in a matter of minutes (that was partly also my fault as I was one of 
the defenders)! Onwards to next season... 
Edward 
 
My greatest moment of the season was at the tournament when I scored an 
opening goal with a chip!  Great moment.  
Kieran  
 
I have been at AFC since I was 8 and playing at AFC means a lot to me because 
it means I can go to a training session every Thursday with my mates to try out 
different tactics and work on some off the weaker areas in our team. 
 



This leads up to the big matches every Saturday, and even though we 
sometimes lose it has always helped us to work on the things that we lost 
because off. We drew numerous times and lost a lot but most off all we won a 
few games as well, in these games that we won we showed Chris (our 
manager) that we could do it and that we can do the things he shows us in 
training. 
 
Very well done to Kiya who is our top goal scorer with a new record for this 
team, also thanks to Alfie in goal he has saved us a load off matches as well as 
a load of penalties. Our defence was one of the best and solid defences that 
we have had in a long time. Also if we didn't have Joe and Felix are two best 
playmakers on the pitch we wouldn't have half the goals that we've had this 
season. Finally our pacy wingers and our goal scoring machines have been 
great this season providing assists and more importantly goals. 
Billy 
 
Home game: Best save When the opponent was running up the pitch they got 
past defense and he kicked the ball but Alfie saved it with a spectacular dive!!  
Alfie 
 
 
My Season At AFC 
We started the season with a BANG. We won our first 2 or 3 games and were 
in a chance in getting promoted. Every one of our players had high hopes until 
we played Broomwood. Our manager, Chris, was very confident and said that 
we should beat these no problem. We worked our socks off all game, the full 
hour. The final result was 41 to Broomwood but we really didn't deserve to 
lose. Although we were defeated it was probably our best game yet. 
 
Ever since then we went down hill and finished in the bottom half of the table. 
We had the first tournament and it went down a storm. At the beginning of it 
we were all excited and we were itching to play. We played our first game and 
won 20.  We then played about 20 minutes later and won 30. 
 
Our next game was probably our hardest game in the group and lost. We had 
to play literally straight after and we drew 11 thanks to a guest player, Ryan, 
who done a run through their whole team and place it in the bottom corner in 
the dying seconds of the game. We came second in our group and had to play 
the winner of the other group, Leatherhead in the semifinals. Leatherhead are 
the best team in Surrey who then went on to win the whole thing. They beat 
Meadow Sports 10 in sudden death where they had to take a player off every 
minute including the goalie. 



 
My Best Moment 
My best moment was probably either when we beat Tooting Town 62 and I 
went on a wonder run. I ran with the ball from right back position through the 
highest majority of their team, nut-megged a couple of their players including 
the keeper and I was booted in the back of the knee as I shot and missed an 
open goal from the six yard box. It was devastating but I couldn't be too upset 
as we went through with our biggest win. Or it was the tournament because 
we all had such great day out. Also coming 3rd in our first tournament as a 
team is such a good achievement. 
 
My Worst Moment 
My (and probably the whole team's) Worst Moment has got to be when we 
lost to Peckham Town 10-0 at home and 11-0 away. We all believe that they 
had 3 players older than 11/12 because they were head and shoulders over 
our tallest player, Ed. It wasn't the best of moment for any of us because it 
destroyed the rest of our weekends, as we are all so passionate for the club.  
Thanks for a great season guys! 
Nunquam Narro Nunquam 
Jack 
 
This season wasn't great but it was much better than last season. We played 
against Peckham Town who were definitely the best side in the league they 
had players as tall as parents and we ended up playing them twice in the 
league and once in the cup in total we won 6 games and scored lots of nice 
goals. And as we lost a few key players from last season and had to build a new 
team, it was a pretty good season. We started not really knowing each other 
that well and ended up doing pretty well. 
Nathaniel 
 
I can’t believe it’s the end of the season – it has all gone too fast but I have 
loved every practice and every match.  The progress that we have made from 
last season has been amazing, from one point to fourteen is quite a big 
achievement! 
 
We now pass the ball so much better as a team with great movement too.  
Personally my favourite moment this season was the day we got our first win, 
this felt like a great goal achieved for our team.  My most memorable game 
played this season was the Cup game when we won 6-2 – this was the greatest 
and biggest win we’ve ever had.  
Next season I hope we stride further forward and make our coaches and 
ourselves proud. 



 
Thank you to all our supporters and coaches who have helped us improve so 
much this season – can’t wait until next season! 
Joe  
 
There have been ups and downs this season but I think our team's best 
moment was when we won 7-2. Unfortunately I have not scored but some of 
the goals I have seen from my teammates have been crackers. 
Felix 
 
 



 

 
2014 – 2015 AWARDS 
 
Because of the emphasis on all round team play in both the under 7s and 
under 8s, we will not be awarding trophies to individual players for these 
awards. 
 

 
MANAGER’S PLAYER OF THE YEAR 

U9s – Edward Burt 
U10 Juniors –  

U10 Youths – Silas Schwartz 
U11 Colts –  

U11 Youths – Louis Wild 
U12s –  

 
PLAYERS’ PLAYER OF THE YEAR 

 U9s – Edward Staveley 
U10 Juniors –  

U10 Youths – Rudi Mcken 
U11 Colts –  

U11 Youths – Joe Pratten 
U12s –  

 
SPECIAL ACHIEVEMENT AWARD 

U9s – Rufus Goodman 
U10 Juniors –  

U10 Youths – Kenny Given 
U11 Colts –  

U11 Youths – Saul Taylor 
U12s –  

 
AFC NUMBER 1 FAN 

 
 

CLUBMAN/WOMAN 
Ellie Rossell 
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